
Stock Analyzer

Gain a competitive advantage in trading…

Trade A.I. platform allows traders to receive comprehensive probability 
analysis and make trade decisions based on calculated risk assessments.
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Stock market provides a vast quantity of opportunities on a daily 
basis, and it can be a real challenge to find the right trade for you.

Starting Point

Trading Ideas for Building and Analyzing Your Trades

Within Stock Analyzer, the Trading 
Ideas feature provides an 
origination point for a trader to 
build and analyze their trade. 

This is not an advisory service, or 
list of recommended trades. It’s a 
refined starting point that matches 
your risk criteria. From Trading 
Ideas, a trader no longer has a 
search challenge, instead they 
have an investment opportunity.

Trading Ideas for Sector / Industry Analysis

These Trading Ideas are generated from creating historical price 
behavior of each individual Sector or Industry, then applying the 
same probability analysis methodology to analyze stocks.

For the historical price behavior, the market cap weighted price 
change history of individual stocks is being assessed. At this point, 
the sequence of individual Sectors or Industries on the list is 
defined by performance: Best to Worst.



As a first step to building and maintaining your portfolio – Sector or 
Industry analysis. Understanding this provides a good outlook on 
potential trends in stock prices and, ultimately, expected behaviors. 

Maintaining Your Portfolio

Industry Code provides multiple areas 
of analysis for a trader:

1. Listing of stocks within Sector / 
Industry, along with their ratings  

2. Trend study of ratings past 
behavior and future predictions

3. Comparison of Sector / Industry 
Price Movements vs. SPY – SPDR 
S&P 500

An example is 
the Retail 
Cyclical Industry 
behaving better 
than the Sector 
Consumer 
Cyclical; and 
both 
outperforming 
the S&P 500.

Using Industry Codes and Performance Analytics



Analysis of Sectors or Industries

Trend Analysis Provides Simple Short- and Long-Term Rating

Stock Ratings within a 

Sector / Industry for  

Best or Worst Performing

Click on the stock for more details

Hover for In-Depth 

Probability Analysis on the 

Past and Future Bars



Deep Dive on Our Trading Ideas

These are based on a blended comparison of the price trend for 
the last three months and our prediction of the future price move, 
which is based on a probabilistic analysis and options sentiment.

If the historical trend is indicating a downward move, and our 
prediction for the future behavior is indicating an upward move, 
then we assume the stock is oversold and poised for an up move.

On the other hand, if the historical is indicating an upward move, 
and our prediction for the future is a downward move, then we 
assume the stock is overbought and poised for a down move.

Oversold

Overbought

Oversold / Overbought Stocks



Deep Dive on Our Trading Ideas

These are based on a blended comparison of the price trend for 
the last three months and our prediction of the future price move, 
which is based on a probabilistic analysis and options sentiment.

If the historical trend is indicating a upward move, and our prediction 
for the future behavior is indicating an upward move, then we 
assume the stock is in up trend and poised for a continuation  of an 
up move.

On the other hand, if the historical is indicating an downward 
move, and our prediction for the future is a downward move, then 
we assume the stock is down trend and poised for a down move.

Up Trend

Down Trend

Up Trend / Down Trend Stocks



Traders have the option to select the stock’s symbol from a list of 
Trading Ideas or enter their preferred stock symbol. Either method 
initiates several areas of analysis that define a view of the market. 

Based on this view, you can select an appropriate option strategy:

Initiating a Stock Analysis

STOCK TREND 
ANALYSIS

OPTIONS
SENTIMENT

Provides rating of past 
behavior and future 

predictions

Provides thorough implied 
volatility and volume analysis for 

the options market

Additionally, available are general stock details:
• Pricing
• Earnings

• Implied Volatility
• Dividends

• Charting
• Sector & Industry Reports

Sample Data Visualization



3
Manage Potential 
Draw Back Effects 

(including Margin Calls)1 2

Extending Probability Analysis

One of the main requirements to a trader’s risk management is to 
mitigate risk based on the probability that the underlying price will 
end up in a certain area on, or before, the end date.

With StockAnalyzer, a trader can specify 4 timeframes. For each of 
them, assign a percentage of up and down stock price movement 
that needs to be assessed.

To understand the strength of a stock’s up or down trend, it’s 
valuable to also define how often a stock price could reach a set 
price range before a certain date, and it’s probability of occurring. 

Probability Analysis of Price Movements within Set Dates

Why is this important to a trader?

Set Desired 
Profit Potential

Calculate Probability of 
Reaching Before 
a Certain Date



TIP:

If Percent of Events Before End Date field is set to 0%, then 

StockAnalyzer will default all timeframes to 1 required occurrences. 

The result is the probability of the stock price reaching or 

exceeding the set price at least once before the end date.

To calculate the probability of a stock price never reaching the set 

price range, subtract the above probability from 100%.

Extending Probability Analysis

Calculation Example of Stock Movement Strength

80 10%
Number of 

Trading Days 
before the Set 

End Date

Percent of 
Events Before 

End Date 

8
Required Occurrences 

for Stock Price 
Reaching Designated 
Price Range before 

Set End Date



Deep Dive on Probability Results

Report outlining two probability types focused on if the stock price 
will reach or exceed set up or down percent movements: 
• At the End of the set date

• Before or On the End Date

Of the calculated probabilities, 
one is not better than another. 

If all probabilities are lined up, 
then it provides proper 
expectations for future results 
and a comprehensive view on 
your risk assessment.

Hover for Additional Capabilities



Quick View on Stock Fundamentals

With StockAnalyzer, the drill down analytic capability and charting 
offered is unparalleled to other products.

Hover for Fundamental Information



Use An Intuitive Rating System

StockAnalyzer apples a new methodology that converts trend 
analysis indicators into functional probability values that yield a 
simple rating system. Traders can improve their portfolio risk 
management using our intuitive rating system.

Additional historical information 
about stock performance across 
various time periods is in the 
past section. 

Probability of the Up 
movement is calculated in the 
future section.

Hover for Better Probability Analysis



Options Sentiment

Incorporating options volatility and volume analysis allows traders 
to wear binoculars while assessing stocks with the added view of 
the Options Sentiment. 

Each ratio is calculated using the expiration month correlated with 
the time bar. With an options market view on future behavior, 
traders benefit from having a comprehensive understanding of 
possible future movements of the underlying asset.

Receive additional 
details for Put/Call 
Implied Volatility, 
Volume, and Open 
Interest Ratios .

Hover for In-Depth Analysis



Deep Dive on Available Reports

By clicking on a stock symbol, traders can access a full analysis

Sector and Industry Reporting

Earnings Report



Deep Dive on Charting

Sector Comparison Chart

Default day-by-day 90% 
projections of the stock price 

not reaching the Upper or 
Bottom band

Percent growth of an 
individual stock compared to 

its industry and sector

Price Trajectory Chart

In the Price Trajectory Chart, a stock with its earnings date in 
the near future is based on earnings historical readings. While 
a stock with earning that are not in the near future, is based 
on ranges of historical readings.

Access Charting


